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Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) aims to automatically predict the correct sense of a word used in a given

context. All human languages exhibit word sense ambiguity and resolving this ambiguity can be diicult.

Standard benchmark resources are required to develop, compare and evaluate WSD techniques. These are

available for many languages but not for Urdu, despite this being a language with more than 300 million

speakers and large volumes of text available digitally. To ill this gap, this study proposes a novel benchmark

corpus for the Urdu All-Words WSD task. The corpus contains 5,042 words of Urdu running text in which all

ambiguous words (856 instances) are manually tagged with senses from the Urdu Lughat dictionary. A range

of baseline WSD models based on n-grams are applied to the corpus and the best performance (accuracy of

57.71%) is achieved using word 4-grams. The corpus is freely available to the research community to encourage

further WSD research in Urdu.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Word Sense Disambiguation is the problem of identifying the appropriate sense of a word when
it is used in context. WSD is a long established and widely explored task in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [45]. Work on WSD has focused on English but the problem has also been
explored for other languages [3, 39, 47, 65, 70]. WSD is an important problem since it has potential
to improve performance in many areas of language processing, including Information Retrieval
[59], Information Extraction [31], Machine Translation [27], Natural Language Understanding [4],
Natural Language Generation [7], Text Summarization [22], Question Answering [63], Content
Analysis [64], Lexicography [38], Word Processing [25], Text Classiication [72], Discourse Analysis
[52], Genre Identiication [6], Document Indexing [12], Theme Extraction [50], Cross Document
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2 A. Saeed et al.

Referencing [68], Automatic Summarization [24], Sentiment Analysis [21], Complex Searching
Queries [14], and Semantic Web search [9].

Previous literature on WSD has explored two main tasks [19, 39]: (1) Lexical Sample (or Targeted
Words) WSD and (2) All-Words WSD. The goal of the irst task is to disambiguate a set of pre-
deined targeted words in a given text while the aim of the second is to disambiguate all ambiguous
words that appear in a particular text. Approaches to the lexical sample task generally involve
training a classiier for each target word. This method is often an efective way to develop accurate
WSD systems but requires annotated training data and can only be applied to the set of target
words. Solutions to the all-words task are generally considered to be more useful for downstream
applications, but the task is more challenging and obtaining training data for a very large lexical
sample is impractical. The focus of our research is All-Words WSD for the Urdu language.

Researchers used various approaches for both tasks[1, 45] which can be grouped into (1) Knowl-
edge based approaches and (2) Machine Learning approaches. Knowledge based approaches need
external sources such as dictionaries, thesauri and ontologies to perform disambiguation. While,
Machine Learning approaches rely on some form of training data and can be further be categorized
into (1) Supervised (2) Unsupervised, and (3) Semi-supervised approaches. Supervised approaches
require labeled examples of ambiguous words annotated with the correct sense and use this data to
train WSD systems. Unsupervised approaches do not require labeled examples and while semi-
supervised approaches use a combination of labeled and unlabeled data, however they are less
widely applied for WSD than supervised approaches.

Nivigli [45] noted that supervised approaches are useful for the Lexical Sample WSD task. But
for the All-Words WSD task supervised systems sufer from the problem of data sparseness since
labeled training examples are unlikely to be available for all words that need to be disambiguate.
No large annotated datasets are available for Urdu. The dataset developed in this research is too
small to train supervised machine learning approaches and is used for testing only. Consequently,
knowledge based approaches are applied in this work.
The All-Words WSD task has been studied for a wide range of languages including English,

Italian, Czech, Dutch, Estonian and Chinese [3, 19, 39, 65]. However, South Asian Languages,
including Urdu in particular, have not been explored in previous work. The work described here
addressed that oversight.

Urdu is among one of the most important international languages. Urdu has around 300 million
speakers mainly spread across 20 diferent countries [26, 32, 55] and is also spoken across the globe
due to the signiicant South Asian diaspora [54]. Urdu is an Indo-Aryan language widely spoken
in Pakistan, India, Jammu & Kashmir and Bangladesh. Its vocabulary and grammatical form is
inherited from Arabic, Persian and other South Asian languages [54]. It is morphologically rich,
verbs and nouns may have more than 40 forms, which makes it complicated to process [44].

To develop, evaluate and compare WSD systems benchmark corpora are needed, however none
is available for Urdu. This study introduces a novel benchmark corpus for the Urdu All-Words WSD
task.
The corpus (hereafter referred to as the UAW-WSD-18 corpus) contains 5,042 words of Urdu

obtained from the UrMono corpus1. The corpus contains 466 ambiguous types and 856 ambiguous
tokens. All instances of ambiguous words are tagged manually by three annotators using senses
from the Urdu Lughat dictionary (initially each sentence is tagged by two annotators and conlicting
entries are annotated by third person). A range of WSD approaches (e.g. Most Frequent Sense,
Jaccard Similarity, Overlap Similarity, Dice Similarity, Euclidean Distance, Cosine Similarity and

1A freely available POS tagged corpus that can be downloaded from https:⁄⁄ufal.mf.cuni.cz⁄urmonocorp Last Visited:

16-October-2018
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Voting Based Approach) are applied to the corpus, to demonstrate how the resource can be used
for the development and evaluation of WSD systems. The sense annotated corpus (UAW-WSD-18),
sense inventory (manually created using Urdu Lughat), gloss inventory (manually extracted from
Urdu Lughat) and code (for both WordNGram and CharNGram approaches) are freely available for
public use under Creative Commons license (CC-BY-NC-SA)2).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing evaluation

resources for the WSD task. Section 3 describes the creation process for our corpus. Section 4
explains the WSD techniques applied to the corpus. Section 5 presents the results from applying
these approaches and their analysis. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Researchers have developed a range of resources to support both Lexcial Sample and All-wordsWSD
tasks although the vast majority of these have focused on English and other European languages.

The series of competitions organized by SENSEVAL⁄SemEval has been the most important efort
in the development of WSD resources. The result of these competitions is a set of WSD benchmark
corpora for both Lexical Sample and All-Words WSD tasks [19, 39, 53]. Corpora were created for a
range of languages including English, Spanish, Swedish, Catalan, Basque, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Chinese, Dutch and Romanian. WordNet was the most commonly used sense inventory [20]. The
SENSEVAL All-Words corpora contain 5,000 words of running text. The Lexical Sample corpora
contained 75+15n sentences, where n represents number of senses in WordNet for a target word. In
the majority of cases, source data was been taken from Wall Street Journal news articles [61].

Other corpora for Lexical Sample WSD tasks include the DSO corpus [47], the Line-hard-Serve
corpus [36], the Interest corpus [13] and the Hindi Sense Tagged corpus [40].

Other corpora developed for the All-Words WSD task include (1) SEMCOR [33], (2) the Google
WSD corpus [70] (3) the Italian Syntactic-Semantic Treebank (ISST) [41], and (4) the CLE Urdu
Sense Tagged corpus [67]. SEMCOR contains 234,000 manually sense annotated sentences from
the Brown corpus. Versions for a range of languages have been developed including DUTCH
SEMCOR [69], JAPANESE SEMCOR [11], BASQUE SEMCOR [2], BULGARIAN SEMCOR [34], and
SPANISH SEMCOR [28]. The Google WSD corpus is the largest manually annotated corpus of
English. Text for this corpus was taken from SEMCOR WSD corpus and MASC WSD corpus [51] (a
sense annotated corpus). It comprises of 248,000 sentences manually annotated using New Oxford
American Dictionary (NOAD). The Italian Syntactic-Semantic Treebank (ISST) is created manually
for Italian language [41]. Source data for the creation of ISST was taken from Balanced corpus
[8] and Specialized corpus [41]. It contains 305,547 tokens including 81,236 content words tagged
using Italian WordNet [57].

For the Urdu Lexical Sample WSD task, [46] recently developed a benchmark corpus called the
ULS-WSD-18 corpus. This corpus contains 50 target words (30 nouns, 11 adjectives, and 9 adverbs)
and 75+15n sentences for each target word, where n represents the number of senses in sense
inventory. A standard, manually crafted dictionary called Urdu Lughat is used as a sense inventory
and annotation carried out by three human annotators.
The Sense Tagged CLE Urdu Digest corpus [67] is the only sense tagged corpus for All-Words

Urdu WSD described in the literature. Source data for this resource was obtained from CLE Urdu
Digest corpus [67]. It contains 17,006 sense tagged instances manually annotated by a single tagger
over a period of 10 months. CLE Urdu WordNet [71] was used as a sense inventory. The corpus
sufers from some serious limitations. Firstly, the coverage of CLE Urdu WordNet is very limited. It
contains only 5,000 words, and even common Urdu words are not included, such as ÈX (Heart), êºK
X

2https:⁄⁄comsatsnlpgroup.wordpress.com⁄ Last Visited: 14-October-2018
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(Watch), QÔ« (Age), and ú 	æ ��ðP (Light). In addition, the resource contains a small number of senses,

for example, it returned two senses for word Q 	¢	� (View) and only a single sense is for word �HAK.
(Talk). Secondly, the corpus was tagged by a single annotator.

Previous work on Urdu WSD has focused on Lexical Sample tasks [1, 5, 44]. These approaches
are based on supervised learning methods. All three approaches applied Naive Bayes, [5] also used
Support Vector Machines while [1] also used Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees.
Researchers have also explored other language processing tasks for Urdu including Word Seg-

mentation [18, 37] and Named Entity Recognition [56, 60].
The problem explored in this paper, All-Words WSD for Urdu, is a diicult and important

language processing problem. TheAll-WordsWSD task can be viewed as beingmore challenging and
complicated than the Lexical Sample WSD task since all ambiguous words have to be disambiguated.
However, progress on All-Words WSD tasks has the potential to provide a generic solution to WSD
problem. The two main challenges faced in the development of All-Words WSD approaches are
(1) the creation of suitable resources and (2) development of disambiguation methods. Previous
work has largely focused on developing these resources and methods for English, and some other
languages, but not for Urdu. The work described here addressed this gap by proposing a novel
resource (sense annotated corpus) and developing methods for Urdu WSD based on text similarity.
To conclude, benchmark All-Words WSD corpora have been developed for a wide range of

languages, but not Urdu. This study attempts to ill this gap by developing a benchmark Urdu
All-Words WSD corpus. In addition, this study also attempts to develop various text similarity
methods for WSD including a specially designed approach called Voting Based Approach. As far as
we are aware no other corpus is currently available for the Urdu All-Words task.

3 CORPUS

Fig. 1 shows the steps involved in the corpus generation process and these are described in the
following subsections.

3.1 Source Data

The UAW-WSD-18 corpus was developed using the UrMono corpus [30] see Fig. 1 (A). The UrMono
corpus was selected since it is the largest available dataset for Urdu and is readily available for
non-commercial research purposes3. It contains 95.4 million Urdu words and 5.4 million sentences.
The UrMono corpus is tokenized and POS tagged using the CLE POS tagset [58] with an accuracy
of 87.98%. The corpus contains documents from a range of domains including news, religion, blogs,
literature, science, and education.

3.2 Text Selection

A signiicant amount of text is needed to develop a useful sense annotated Urdu WSD corpus. We
selected 5,042 words of running text from the UrMono corpus , see Fig. 1 (B) and (C). The main
motivation for the selection of this subset is that the SENSEVAL guidelines suggested at least 5,000
words of running text is required to adequately evaluate the All-Words WSD task, and all content
words should be tagged [19]. Content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) were extracted
from the running text of 5,000 words resulting in a total of 2,306 content words (1,315 nouns, 567
verbs, 328 adjectives and 96 adverbs). The set of 2,306 content words wer manually inspected to
remove non-ambiguous words, which resulted in a subset of ..... ambiguous words.

We extracted content words (verbs, nouns.....) form the WSD Corpus, thereofre, stop words were
automatically removed.

3https:⁄⁄ufal.mf.cuni.cz⁄urmonocorp Last Visited: 16-October-2018
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Fig. 1. Explaining corpus generation process

4 Stop words are commonly occurring words in a language with no meanings [29]. These stop
words can be ignored for WSD task [? ? ? ]. For example in English the words łto", łon", łan" and
łthe" are stop words. Similarly the words łúÃ", łñ 	k", łPð@", and ł¹�K", are the examples of Urdu stop

words. Stop words from the on-line available link5 were removed, leaving 1,378 words. Senses for
the remaining words were manually retrieved from the Urdu Lughat dictionary, a comprehensive
Urdu to Urdu dictionary and can be accessed via an online interface6 (see Section 3.3 for details of
Urdu Lughat). Urdu Lughat returned multiple senses for only 466 words (342 nouns, 14 verbs, 10
adverbs, and 100 adjectives). For the remaining 912 words, Urdu Lughat either did not return any
senses or only returned a single sense.
The complete list of 466 polysemous words along with their senses and glosses (i.e. descriptive

examples) is available for download7.

3.3 Sense Inventory

The selection of the sense inventory for the creation of UAW-WSD-18 corpus is an important
decision. Three resources (1) Indo WordNet [43], (2) CLE Urdu WordNet [71], and (3) Urdu Lughat
[10] were considered. These resources were compared by manually inspecting the senses they
return for the two most frequent words in our corpus: é<Ë @ (God), which appears 22 times, and �HAK.
(talk), which appears 12 times.

4As we extracted the content words from our proposed WSD corpus, therefore, stop words (most frequent words) were

automatically removed.
5https:⁄⁄www.ranks.nl⁄stopwords⁄urdu Last Visited:16-October-2018
6http:⁄⁄urdulughat.info⁄ Last Visited: 16-October-2018
7https:⁄⁄comsatsnlpgroup.wordpress.com⁄ Last Visited: 14-October-2018
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Table 1. An example of two instances from the sense inventory

Word POS Fr Sense
1

Sense
2

Sense
3

Sense
4

Sense
5

Sense
6

Sense
7

Sense
8

Sense
9

é<Ë @
(God)

NN 22 , XñJ.ªÓ
ÿ �@Y 	g
ú
�
ÍAª�K

Õæ� @ A¿
, �H@ 	X
ZAÖÞ� @
ú�GA 	®�
ÿ»
ÉK. A �®Ó
(God)

Aj. ª�J�@
ÿ» H.
©�̄ñÓ ,QK�
: 	¬X@Q��Ó
�HQ�
g
, ÿïf
I. j. ª�K
ÿïf
(Strange)

þñº ��
�IK
A¾ ��
úGðX AK

ÿ» ©�̄ñÓ
QK� (Com-

plain-
ing)

ÈAÒ»
@Q¢ 	�@
Pð@ H.
�AK
 ÿ»
©�̄ñÓ QK�
(Won-
der)

A 	JÖ �ß ÿ»
©�̄ñÓ ,QK�
: 	¬X@Q��Ó
@Y 	g
þQ»

(Wish)

A«X
èQ�
 	«ð ÿ»
©�̄ñÓ QK�
(Prayer)

, ÿ 	�Ag. A 	K
@Y 	g
, ÐñÊªÓ
é<Ë @
ñ» ùïf
ÐñÊªÓ
ÿïf (Un-

known)

, é<Ë @
@Y 	g ÿ»
, ÿ�
Ë
@P@Y 	g
YÓA ��ñ 	k
(Wel-
come)

úæ�»
�	m���
ÐA 	K A¿
ÿ��J
k.
é<Ë @
��	m�'.

(Name)

�HAK.
(Talk)

NN 12 , 	¡ 	®Ë
, ÈñK.
, ífÒÊ¿
, èQ�® 	̄

,ñÂ�J 	®Ã
Èñ�̄
(Word)

�HðAîf»
(Saying)

ÈAJ
 	k
(Idea)

, ©�̄ @ð
, @Qk. AÓ
�I �� 	QÃQå�

(Event)

, ú 	æÂ	JÓ
ú» �QË ú»
øXA ��
ÐAJ
K� A¿
, ÐC�
ú» èAJ
K.
�I�.�	�

(Engage-
ment)

ú�GA�KXAg
, �IJ
 	®J
»
�H@XP@ð
(Acci-
dent)

The focus of Indo WordNet project was to develop WordNets for the languages of India including
Hindi, Marathi, Urdu, Tamil, Malyalam and Telugu. We applied the word é<Ë @ (God) as input to Indo

WordNet using its online interface8 and it failed to return any senses. Indo WordNet only returned
a single sense for the word �HAK. (Talk).
CLE Urdu WordNet9 contains 5,000 unique words along with their senses. Again, like Indo

WordNet, sense coverage of the terms contained in our corpus was too low in this resource for it to
be useful. é<Ë @ (God) was not found in CLE and only a single sense is returned for �HAK. (Talk).
The third choice, the Urdu Lughat [10], is a comprehensive Urdu dictionary created by the

Dictionary Board, Karachi, Pakistan and is freely available for research purposes through an online
interface10. The dictionary contains approximately 120,000 unique words with multiple senses,
synonyms, glosses, and descriptive examples. We found multiple senses for large number of selected
ambiguous words available in the proposed corpus. As Table 1 shows, Urdu Lughat returns nine
senses for í<Ë @ (God) and six for �HAK. (Talk).

To conclude, manual inspection highlights the fact that the most suitable resource for generation
of sense inventory was Urdu Lughat and therefore this resource was used to construct the corpus.

8http:⁄⁄www.cilt.iitb.ac.in⁄indowordnet⁄ Last Visited: 16-October-2018
9http:⁄⁄www.cle.org.pk⁄clestore⁄urduwordnet.htm Last Visited: 16-October-2018
10http:⁄⁄urdulughat.info⁄
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Fig. 2. An example sentence obtained from proposed corpus, in XML format

3.4 Annotations and Inter Annotator Agreement

All ambiguous words in UAW-WSD-18 corpus were manually annotated by three human annotators
(see Fig. 1 (E)). All annotators were native Urdu speakers with understanding of theWSD task. In the
irst stage two annotators (A and B) annotated a subset of 200 ambiguous words. Annotations were
compared and reasons for conlict discussed. In the second stage the complete corpus was annotated
by A and B. Disagreements were resolved by a third annotator (annotator C). The Inter-Annotator
Agreement (IAA) achieved on our proposed UAW-WSD-18 corpus is 90.18%. This result shows a
good agreement, highlighting the fact that annotators produced annotations of high quality.

3.5 Corpus Standardization

The corpus (UAW-WSD-18 corpus) is formatted using a standard XML format from SENSEVAL11

[19] (see 1 (F)). The corpus is stored in a single ile in which all ambiguous words are tagged. Fig. 2
shows an example of a single sentence from the UAW-WSD-18 corpus. The <corpus> tag appears
as the root element of the entire corpus and all polysemous words are enclosed in a <head> tag.
This particular sentence contains four polysemous words, h.

�
@ (Today), Õæ�k. (Body), �Pñêk� (Leave), and

AK
X (Burner). łID" is an attribute of the <head> tag and contains the sense number, corresponding

to the sense from the sense inventory manually assigned by human taggers.

3.6 Corpus Characteristics

The corpus contains 5042 words and 252 sentences with an average length of 20 tokens. There are
856 sense annotated tokens and 466 unique types. The distribution of sense across types is shown
in Table 2.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We carried out a set of experiments to demonstrate how our proposed dataset (UAW-WSD-18
corpus) can be used for the development and evaluation of All-Words WSD systems for the Urdu
language. This section describes the All-Words Word Sense Disambiguation approaches, the dataset
used for experiments, evaluation methodology and evaluation measures.

11http:⁄⁄www.hipposmond.com⁄senseval2⁄ Last Visited: 17-October-2018

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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Table 2. Number of senses for types in corpus

No. senses Total Count % of Total

2 119 (26.68%)
3 104 (23.31%)
4 74 (15.87%)
5 65 (13.94%)
6 45 (9.65%)
7 23 (4.93%)
8 26 (5.57%)
9 5 (1.07%)
10 4 (0.85%)
11 1 (0.21%)

4.1 Approaches

Most Frequent Sense. For polysemouns words a single sense often occurs more frequently than the
others [3] and is referred to as the Most Frequent Sense (MFS). We applied MFS approach on the
entire corpus by assuming the irst sense in the dictionary is the most frequent and reported average
accuracy score (see Table 4). MFS is considered a strong baseline for All-Words WSD systems [45].

N-gram Models. The similarity between a pair of sentences can be computed by counting the
n-grams that they have in common, an approach commonly used for WSD [17, 39]. An ambiguous
word is disambiguated by comparing its context against the gloss of each possible sense and
choosing the one with the highest similarity. A gloss is a textual description of a meaning and may
also contain usage examples. Table 3 shows an example of two words ( é<Ë @ (God) and �HAK. (Talk))
with their glosses obtained from the Urdu Lughat dictionary.

Similarity Coeicients. Given a target sentence TS (which contains the ambiguous content word)
and the gloss of a particular sense Gi (where i represents the sense number). The similarity score
using Jaccard Similarity Coeicient (JSC) [49, 66], Overlap Similarity Coeicient (OSC) [16, 35], Dice
Similarity Coeicient (DSC) [42], Euclidean Distance Measure (EDM) [23], and Cosine Similarity
Coeicient (CSC) [15, 48] are computed using the following equations and the sense number with
highest similarity is selected.
Let T1 = S (TS,n) and T2 = S (Gi ,n) represent the set of (word or character) n-grams of length n

for TS and Gi respectively, then

JSC (T1,T2) =
|T1 ∩T2 |

|T1 ∪T2 |
(1)

OSC (T1,T2) =
|T1 ∩T2 |

min( |T1 |, |T2 |)
(2)

DSC (T1,T2) =
2|T1 ∩T2 |

|T1 | + |T2 |
(3)

EDM (T1,T2) =

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(T1i −T2i ) (4)

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: February 2019.
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CSC (T1,T2) =
T1.T2

|T1 |2.|T2 |2
=

∑n
i=1 (T1i .T2i )

√

∑n
i=1T

2
1i

√

∑n
i=1T

2
2i

(5)

It can also be noted that, to apply EDM and CSC we irst converted sentences T1 and T2 from to
numeric representation (łone hot" encoding).

Voting Based Approach (VBA). The Voting Based Approach (VBA) is a simple approach which assigns
a sense based on the maximum number of votes it has received from the previous approaches (JSC,
OSC, DSC, EDM, and CSC). For example, for a particular sentence S1, if the irst three methods JSC,
OSC and DSC predict sense number 2, and remaining two methods EDM and CSC predict sense
number 1, then VBA will assign sense 2. However, if there is a tie then, VBA assigns the sense with
the lowest number.

Table 3. An example of two instances with their corresponding glosses obtained from the source sense

inventory

Word Sense No. Sense Gloss obtained from Urdu Lughat dictionary

é<Ë @ Sense 1 Õæ� @ A¿ ú
�
ÍAª�K ÿ �@Y 	g , XñJ.ªÓ

ÉK. A �®Ó ÿ» ú�GA 	®� ZAÖÞ� @ , �H@ 	X
� ÿì»P ñ» ÐX �@ é<Ë @ ÿïf AïfP Q» á�
KAêK. á�
KAêK. QêÃ ÿ�� YªK. ÿ» ÿ 	�Ag. ÿ» H�

�
@

Sense 2 ,QK� ©�̄ñÓ ÿ» H. Aj. ª�J�@
, ÿïf

�HQ�
g : 	¬X@Q��Ó ÿïf I. j. ª�K
� ÿ �Ãñïf ÿÎK
Qïf 	P úæêK. �I	Kñïf þQ�
Ó ! é<Ë @ÿ��@ @ñïf AJ
» ÿïf ñ

�K Q�
 	g , ñïf ø �QK� QÃ àñJ
»

Sense 3 AK �IK
A¾ �� þñ 	® ��
�QK� ©�̄ñÓ ÿ» úGðX

� ÿ�
Ë �» Q 	k
�
@ ñïf ÿ ��º� ñïf úæêK. Pñê�J» ÿ 	��K@ Õç�' Q�� 	g@ é<Ë @

Sense 4 Pð@ H. @Q¢ 	�@ ÈAÒ»
�QK� ©�̄ñÓ ÿ» �AK


� á�
Ó H. @
	Y« �» ÈX @QÓ AJ
Ã �QK� é<Ë @ á�
Ó H. @Q¢ 	�@ AJ
Ã ÈñêK. ÀQÓ 	á�
º���

Sense 5 : 	¬X@Q��Ó ,QK� ©�̄ñÓ ÿ» A 	JÖ �ß
� þQ» @Y 	g

� ÿ ��Ag. ÉÊ 	g é<Ë @ á�
îf» ÿ�� 	̈ AÓX AK
ñê» ÿ 	� ��ñ �� þ@Xñ� ÿ 	� �� ��« 	àñ	Jk.

Sense 6 QK� ©�̄ñÓ ÿ» èQ�
 	«ð A«X � AJ
Ã ñïf PA
�J 	̄QÃ á�
Ó CK. �» é<Ë @ AJ
Ã ñïf P@ 	P

�
@ A¿ �� ��« ÿ �Aê�JK. ÿì

�J�
K.
Sense 7 é<Ë @ , ÐñÊªÓ @Y 	g , ÿ 	�Ag. A 	K

� ÿïf ÐñÊªÓ ñ» ùïf

� ú�̄ A� í 	K AÒJ
K� í�J 	̄P@ð ÿïf
��ñïfYÓ ú�̄ A� í 	K A �� A¿ PX ÿïf QëY» é<Ë @

Sense 8 , ÿ�
Ë ÿ» @Y 	g , é<Ë @
YÓA ��ñ 	k , @P@Y 	g

� á�îf
	E ÿ�


K @P �X H�
�
@ úGAêK. ÐQ 	k é<Ë @

Sense 9 ÐA 	K A¿ �	m��� úæ�»
��	m�'. é<Ë @ ÿ��J
k.

� ÿ �ñïf @YJK� á�
Ó ÿ�̄C« ÿ» YgQå� Xñ�m× é<Ë @ �I�K.

�HAK. Sense 1 , èQ�® 	̄ , ÈñK. , 	¡ 	®Ë � Èñ�̄ ,ñÂ�J 	®Ã � ú æÃ èP QK. ÐA 	ªJK� Pð@ �HAK. ÿ��@ @PA¾K� Q» íîf» I. k. Cg�
Sense 2 �HðAîf» A 	K , àñJ
» úGñïf A 	K AK
 úGñïf

�H@P ú �æêk� ñk. QK� pP 	Ë 	P
� úGñïf A 	K AK
 úGñïf

�HAK. øQ�
Ó Aê�K A�Jîf»

Sense 3 ÈAJ
 	k � ÿïf úG
�
@ �HAK. ¸@ á�
Ó ÈX þQ�
Ó

Sense 4 �I �� 	QÃQå� , @Qk. AÓ , ©�̄ @ð � ñk. øP 	QÃ ÿÃ
�
@ÿ» àñêº	K

�
@ øQ�
Ó ñ» êm.× ÿïf úG

�
@ XAK
 ¸@ �HAK.

Sense 5 A¿ øXA �� ú» ú» �QË , ú 	æÂ	JÓ
�I�.�	� ú» èAJ
K. , ÐC� ÐAJ
K�

ÿ ��Ag. þ �P@ ��ñïf ÿ» �@ Q» êºK
X êºK
X ñ» úm�
�'
.

� úæê�K ú �æÊÓ á�
îf
	E ú» Á	Jë �X �HAK. úGñ» QÂÓ ÿïf

Sense 6 �H@XP@ð , �IJ
 	®J
» ú�GA�KXAg � ÿïf ú æÃ ñïf
�HAK. úGñ» YK
A �� êm�» ñïf �@X@ �@X@ Õç�' ÿ�� É¿

4.2 Evaluation Methodology

The entire UAW-WSD-18 corpus was used for the experiments. The text similarity based methods
described above were used to carry out WSD. If a particular text similarity approach returns the
same value for multiple senses, then the system tags a particular ambiguous word with lowest
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sense number, obtained from Urdu Lughat. For example, if a text similarity coeicient returns same
similarity scores for Sense 1, Sense 3 and Sense 5 then the WSD system will assign Sense 1 to the
ambiguous word because it has the lowest sense number in Urdu Lughat.
Overall, we can divide the experiments into two broad categories: (1) word n-gram and (2)

character n-gram approaches. In the word n-gram approach, the value of n varies from 1 to 5.
However, in the character n-gram, value of n ranges from 2 to 10.

4.3 Evaluation Measures

The accuracy measure, borrowed from Machine Learning, is commonly used to evaluate the
performance of WSD systems [45]. Accuracy igures in our experiments are calculated according
to Equation 6 [62].

Accuracy =
Words Disambiдuated Correctly

All Words Disambiдuated
× 100 (6)

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Table 4 shows accuracy scores achieved when a range of WSD algorithms are applied to the UAW-
WSD-18 corpus. In this table, łn-gram Model" refers to the token (i.e. word or character) selection
methods from a given piece of text. łParameters" refers to the description of łn-gram Model" on the
basis of the value of n. Terms łJSC", łOSC", łDSC", łEDM", łCSC" and łVBA" indicate the various
textual similarity based methods łJSC" refers to Jaccard Similarity Coeicient, łOSC" too Overlap
Similarity Coeicient, łDSC" to Dice Similarity Coeicient, łEDM" to Euclidean Distance Measure,
łCSC" to Cosine Similarity Coeicient and łVBA" to Voting Based Approach.

Overall, we carried out fourteen experiments, of which ive use word based approaches and nine
use character based approach.
The value of n is varied from 1 to 5 for word based approaches and from 2 to 10 for character

based approaches. The results indicate that word based methods perform better than character
based methods. Generally, JSC, OSC, DCS, and VBA produce better results with character 10-gram,
word 4-gram, and word 5-gram for the Urdu WSD task.

The highest accuracy for word n-gram approaches is achieved with Word 4-grams (Accuracy
= 57.71%) and lowest accuracy achieved with word 1-grams (Accuracy = 20.50%). For word based
approaches, our results indicate that the value of n has a signiicant impact on the accuracy of the
WSD system. As the value of n increases from 2 to 4, the accuracy almost doubles from 28.5% to
51.71%.
For character n-gram approaches, the highest results are achieved with character 10-grams

(Accuracy = 56.89 %) and the lowest for character 2-grams (Accuracy = 34.81%). The accuracy of
the WSD system is also highly dependent on n for character based approaches. Generally, we can
observe that, a single increment in the value of n gives rise to almost a 2% increase accuracy of
Urdu WSD system in many cases.
VBA was a specially designed approach to increase the accuracy of Urdu WSD system. The

outcome of this approach is largely dependent on other approaches. This approach shows better
performance for variety of experiments. For instance, the performance of VBA was higher than
other methods for character 2- and 10-grams and also for word 3-, 4- and 5-grams.
Interestingly, no technique performs better than the baseline approach (Most Frequent Sense),

demonstrating the diiculty of the WSD task in this corpus. A possible reason for this is the
variation in number of senses for each word (2 to 11).

Fig. 3 shows the detailed results for the word 4-gram approach (on which we achieved highest
accuracy). It shows that EDM is not a suitablemeasure for UrduWSD.However, the other approaches
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Table 4. Results obtained using various WSD approaches on the UAW-WSD-18 corpus

N -gram Model Parameters JSCa OSCb DSCc EDMd CSCe VBAf

Word n-gram Word 1-gram 28.50 29.90 29.79 40.07 29.20 30.17
Word 2-gram 52.92 53.27 52.92 49.64 52.92 53.03
Word 3-gram 57.59 57.59 57.59 49.88 57.59 57.59
Word 4-gram 57.71 57.71 57.71 49.88 57.71 57.71

Word 5-gram 57.59 57.59 57.59 49.88 57.59 57.59

Character n-gram Character 2-gram 36.91 33.52 37.50 35.51 34.81 38.55
Character 3-gram 38.20 38.78 38.66 44.27 38.55 40.53
Character 4-gram 37.61 39.71 37.61 47.66 38.43 39.71
Character 5-gram 36.09 37.73 36.56 48.36 35.98 36.33
Character 6-gram 39.60 40.42 39.71 48.83 39.71 40.30
Character 7-gram 48.59 48.83 49.41 48.83 49.29 48.59
Character 8-gram 51.63 51.86 51.63 48.94 51.51 51.63
Character 9-gram 55.72 55.84 55.72 49.06 55.72 55.72
Character 10-gram 56.89 56.89 56.89 49.06 56.89 56.89

Most Frequent Sense 58.20% - - - - - -

aJaccard Similarity Coeicient(%)
bOverlap Similarity Coeicient(%)
cDice Similarity Coeicient(%)
dEuclidean Distance Measure(%)
eCosine Similarity Coeicient(%)
f Voting Based Approach(%)

Fig. 3. Explaining sense wise detail of word 4-gram approach

perform equally well for diferent numbers of senses. For 2, 8, 10 and 11 senses, the system
outperforms the baseline accuracy (MFS).
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6 CONCLUSION

This paper described a new, freely available All-Words Word Sense Disambiguation corpus for
Urdu, a widely spoken language which is critically under-resourced for natural language processing
research. The paper's main contribution is the UAW-WSD-18 corpus which contains 5,042 words
of running text and all ambiguous words manually annotated. An additional contribution is the
application of six approaches which illustrate the use of our corpus for WSD experiments. Our
results showed that Jaccard, Overlap, Dice, and Cosine similarity coeicients show the highest
accuracy with Word 4 gram (57.71%). We have made the corpus and experimental data freely
available in order to encourage research in this ledgling area of NLP for Urdu. In the future, we
plan to apply other approaches to further address the All-Words Urdu WSD problem.
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